
30 SECOND PITCH REFERENCE SHEET
Liberty™ Induction Cooktop

Unequaled First-ever Features
Users can explore all-new features for an 

unrivaled cooking experience.  These 

new features include HeatShift™, 

CookSmart™, MoveMode™, 

PanBoost™ and Stop Watch Timer.

Ultimate Flexibility
Thermador Liberty™ utilizes 11 oval inductors 

spread over three extra-large induction zones.  

This cooktop empowers cooks to take advantage 

of more space and flexibility with the ability of 

placing larger cookware on the surface.

Eye-catching Design Options
New design features beveled glass over stainless 

steel frame which provides a beautiful layout that 

is easier to clean where the glass and stainless 

meet.  Available in Titanium Gray or Silver 

Mirrored finish and Framed or Frameless.  



30 SECOND PITCH REFERENCE SHEET
Liberty™ Induction Cooktop

FEATURE ATTRIBUTE BENEFIT

HeatShift™ Cooking surface is split into 

three horizontal zones with 

predefined power levels: 9, 

5 & 1.5.

Automatically control power 

level by simply moving 

cookware from one zone to 

another.

MoveMode™ When moving pan from one 

element to another, 

temperature settings 

automatically transfer after 

1-button confirmation.

Users can easily move pans 

among elements while easily 

maintaining temperature 

settings.

PanBoost™ Utilizes boost function for 30 

seconds to quickly get pan 

to temperature.

Shorter heat up times for pots 

and pans with non-stick 

coating without needing to 

worry about damage to 

cookware.

Stopwatch Timer Timer that counts up to 

indicate how long cooking 

process has taken.

Very useful for recipes that 

specify steps in terms of total 

cooking.

CookSmart® Five present settings

maintain proper 

temperature of pan when 

cooking.

Takes the temperature

guesswork out of cooking by 

maintaining proper settings 

for specific foods.

17 Power Levels Cooktop features 17 power 

levels.

Users have more precise 

control over cooktop with the 

most power levels in the 

industry.

New Accessories 

Available

10” x13”  or 10” x16” Griddle 

Style Teppanyaki and 

10” x16”  Roasting Pan with 

Glass lid.

New dishwasher safe and 

oven proof cookware is ideally 

suited for the Liberty™ 

Induction cooktop.

BSH Text4Spec: For more detailed information, send text message CIT367TGS to 21432

Thermador Customer Service: (800)735-4328

www.thermador.com


